Introduction
Control systems with absorbing disturbances of C. D. J o h n s o n [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] are well known. Unlike standard systems ( Fig. 1a) with R * R = , the control systems with absorbing disturbances' structure ( , where A is the absorber, based on integer order integration operators, and A − operators of non-integer, fractional order. The operating principles, the methods for their synthesis and rational approximations are discussed in [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [31] [32] [33] [34] . The analytical description of absorbers, using integer order operators A (1)- (13) and non-integer, fractional order operators A (14) - (18) are systemized in Table 1 .
There are known [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] repetitive control systems with a memory loop (Fig. 1c) . They differ from the standard systems (Fig. 1a) by the fact that consistently in the main control algorithm a R* ML-memory loop filter ( is preliminary known). Modifications of such class of systems, the operating principle, and the method for their synthesis are shown in [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] . The analytical descriptions of robust ML-memory loop filters (19) - (24) are systemized in Table 1 . Among them with robust stability and quality criteria of control ML, the memory loop filter is shown to be superior (20) . (25) and (26) are not functions of the base regulator R* in the system and the control object G, and they are not common functions. The absorptive component is a function of the analytical approximation of the mismatch trend ε (Fig. 1d) , and the repetitive component is a function only of the preliminary known period
of the external harmonic disturbances to the system. That is why in the current paper their analytical synthesis is offered to be independent and to be based on methods and algorithms for control, shown in [33, 34] , and [35, 40] , for both composing. This new class of systems differs from the standard systems (Fig. 1a) by the fact that in the serial control algorithm * R , an absorptive repetitive AML, (AML)-memory loop filter (of integer or non-integer fractal order) is included.
Characteristics modeling and analysis of the absorptive repetitive memory loop filters
Analytical models of the configured absorptive repetitive memory loop filters of integer or non-integer order are shown in (25) , (26) and (3)- (13), (22) , respectively (14)- (18), (22) . The rationality of the absorbers (3)- (13) causes no problems in the modeling of a new class of filters, configured with (25) . For modeling the current class of filters, based on operators for fractal integration and differentiation (27) - (29), based on the theory of fractal calculus, in the paper frequency restricted (25), (26) is performed on the simulation results of their models as follows:
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Comparative analysis and conclusion
From the visualization of the characteristics it is obvious that:
• A ML r -absorptive repetitive memory loop filters of fractal order (14)- (18), (26) are significantly different in their frequency characteristics than 
